
Exerise 15.5-6Problem: A fruit stand vendor buys boxes of fruit from a grower. He maysample one piee of fruit before aepting or rejeting a box.Questions:(1) Should he ontinue buying from this grower?(2) If so, is it worthwhile to ontinue sampling from eah box?(3) If so, should he be aepting or rejeting the box based on this onesample?Data: About 90% of boxes of fruit from this grower are satisfatory, i.e.,typially ontain 80% exellent fruit that will earn about $200 pro�t. Unsat-isfatory boxes ontain about 30% exellent fruit and will produe a loss of
$1000.Solution. Let's proeed in steps:(1) Desribe the relevant �states of nature� and alternatives for this problem.(2) Make out tables that desribe probabilities and payo�s of this problem.(3) Set up a deision tree for this problem in Exel.(4) Solve the problem in steps, fatoring in EVPI and EVE.(5) Do a sensitivity analysis. PostsriptThe more I think about it, the more ridiulous these numbers look. So let'sreformulate the problem more generially and and with a twist.N3: A retailer buys a ertain produt from a vendor pakaged in boxes with a�xed number of units per box. She may test one randomly seleted unit beforeaepting or rejeting a box. Perform a deision analysis on this problem. Youmay use Exel or do it by hand. Clearly identify the appropriate variables,events, states, and relevant probabilities. Then answer these questions.(1) Should she ontinue buying from this vendor?(2) If so, is it worthwhile to ontinue sampling from eah box?(3) If so, should she be aepting or rejeting the box based on this onesample?(4) At an additional ost of $20, the buyer an sample an extra item aftersampling the �rst. Is it worth it? Find the highest additional ost (ifany) at whih it would be worth it to sample an extra item.Data: About 90% of boxes from this grower are satisfatory, i.e., typiallyontain 80% exellent units that will earn about $200 pro�t. Unsatisfatoryboxes ontain about 30% exellent units and will produe a loss of $400. The1



2number of units per box is large enough that there is negligible di�erene inquality if one item is removed. Rejetion of a box arries a penalty of $30harged by the supplier for handling expenses.


